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THE GLEE CLUB TOUR.
>L i Ax
LAKE FOREST . . . .
UNIVERSITY COMPRISES SIXDISTINCT SCHOOLSAS FOLLOWS:
At LAKE FOREST, ILL
/. LAKE FOREST ACADEMY, for boys
2. FERRY HALL SEMINARY, for young ladies
3. LAKE FOREST COLLEGE, co=educatioual
4. RUSH MEDICAL COLLEGE
At CHICAGO, ILL. 5. CHICAGO COLLEGE OF DENTAL SURGERY
6. CHICAGO COLLEGE OF LAW
LAKE FOREST ACADEMY offers four years of work and fits for entrance into all the leading
colleges.
FERRY HALL SEMINARY offers four years of college preparatory work and two years of college
work, besides exceptional facilities in music, etc.
LAKE FOREST COLLEGE has been entirely reorganized and now offers four years of under-
graduate work, one-half of which is made up of required work; one-fourth is given to a
major subject, and one-fourth is elective. Three years of daily work are offered in each
of the following departments: i, Greek: 2, Latin: 3, French: 4, German: 5, English:
6, Biblical Literature: 7, Political and Social Science including History: 8, Philosophy:
9, Mathematics: 10, Astronomy: 11, Chemistry: 12, Physics: 13, Zoology: 14, Botany:
15, Geology.
THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS offer the usual courses, leading to the practice of Medicinr
,
Dental Surgery, and Law.
For circulars of information concerning any department of the University,
Address, John M. Coulter, President Lake Forest University
Lake Forest, 111.
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Zhc jftmframental Xaw Book
THE one among them all that survives all changes and all opposition is Blackstone's Commentaries. Present Ameri-can law is an outgrowth of the laws set forth by Blackstone in a system and manner that has never been surpassed.
And so the American law student finds sooner or later that he must familiarize himself with it; of the several
editions of the classic offered him, that edited by the Hon. Thos. M. Cooley has qualities that cannot be ignored.
Judge Cooley gives Blackstone's text complete. He has erased the obsolete and irrevalent notes of earlier com-
mentators, preserving the notes that are valuable to the American. To these he has added a large body of notes bearing on
the constitution and laws of the United States, drawn from his long study of American constitutional law; his career as
eacher and expounder of the law increased his qualifications fcr this important task. Besides these notes, he has supple-
mented the work by several valuable essays, greatly enhancing its value. The first of these makes the reader, in large meas-
ure, a student under Judge Cooley. They comprise: "Suggestion for the Study of the Law," "Editor's Review," "Local
Government in Great Britain," "British Colonial System," "Local Government in the United States," "Territories of the
United States:
THESE FEW SIGNIFICANT SENTENCES FROM JUDGE COOLEY'S VfOBK
SHOULD BE BEAD BY EVERY LAW STUDENT:
'And so it happens that while year by year, hundreds of superficial workers are preparing themselves to glean in the
fields 'of legal controversy, the true laborers in that field, the men who are to reap its substantial harvests, and bear away it
tempting prizes, do not spare themselves the labor of acquiring an intimate acquaintance with the works of this great jurist,
nor fail to explore the abundant stores of legal learning to which he gives us such agreeable introduction.
"Nor. although there are many things in Blackstone which have ceased to be important in the practical administration
of the law, can we, with prudence or propriety, omit to make ourselves acquainted with them. Things which are abolished
or obsolete may nevertheless have furnished the reasons for the things which remain and to study rules while ignoring their
reasons would be like studying the animal anatomy, while ignoring the principles of life which animated it. And it is notice-
able also that though in England, where the common law and the statutes ment ioned by this author have been so greatly
changed by recent legislation, * * * in America, where many of these changes have never been made, and where much-
of the recent English legislation has no importance, even by way of explanation or illustration, the original work of Black-
stone is much the most useful, as "presenting us the law in something near the condition in which our ancestors brought it to
America, leaving us lo trace in our statutes and decisions its consequent cnanges here, unembarrassed by irrevalent informa-
tion about parliamentary legislation which in no way concerns us."
COOLEY'S BLACKSTONE. THIRD EDITION.REVISED AND ENLARGED.
Two Volumes, Octavo, Price to Students, $9.50, Prepaid on Receipt of Price.
CALLAGHAN & CO., 114 Monroe St., Chicago.
"Takes
First
Place."
The Name
Stands for just
What it is.
THE BEST BICYCLE BUILT FOR $125.
Catalogue
A. Q. SPALDING & BROS.,
Chicago. New York. Philadelphia.
Baseball and Lawn Tennis. gsrSUTSSS S2
used exclusively throughout the United States and Canada. Spalding's
Trade Mark is a guarantee that the goods are the best. Complete Illus-
traded Catalogue ready. Sent free.
TOMASO
MANDOLIN
ORCHESTRA
AND
MANDOLIN SCHOOL.
21 CENTRAL MUSIC HALL,
CHICAGO.
Dr. Geo. Doerbecker,
Dentist
Graduate of Pennsylvania College
of Dental Surgery, Philadelphia.
Office; 134 Washington Street
Opposite 1st National Bank,
WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS.
Skating Is enjoyed by all.
But to see the new College Stationery which
we have just received is to buy it.
Come around and look it over.
Ruled or unruled, any way you want it.
Envelopes to match.
Pads containg 10° sheets, 25 cents.
25 Envelopes, - - 10 cents.
RICE BROS.
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THE BENEFACTORS OF THE UNIVERSITY.
A man of wider acquaintance with the history of Lake
Forest University than myself could write more fully and
more accurately on this assigned subject than I. But I
know enough of what has been done in past years for the
University, and I know enough of those by whom this has
been done to warrant me in saying a few words concerning
"the benefactors of the University."
To tell the names of those who have given money,
counsel, labor, time, to Lake Forest would be to tell many
of the best names that have figured in the life of Chicago
from 1856 until today. The University idea sprung from
the minds and hearts of solid, earnest, self-sacrificing
men who wished to establish an institution that should be
a help to society and a blessing to the world. They were
full of energy and full of hope. They gave largely of their
means at the outset and they would have given much
more largely in the following years, had not a series of
financial disasters come to Chicago, which in many cases
ruined the business prospects of Lake Forest's friends, and
in other cases seriously crippled them.
But it is a matter of profound gratitude that, through
weal and through woe, to themselves, to the community
at large, and to the University, these friends stood true to
Lake Forest. As the years went on and the College was
launched, the expenses began to increase beyond all possi-
ble receipts- No one ever pays for his college education.
Tuition fees are a most meagre factor in its cost. But
with the increase of expenses there were always those
who came forward and met the deficits, paying hundreds,
and thousands, and tens of thousands out of their own
pockets, that the year's financial sheets might balance,
and neither faculty nor students might be dismissed.
Those givers never have had their names paraded. They
have simply stood in the breach and met the emergency,
and asked nor received word of recognition. God knows
what they have done—and that is enough.
When the movement was made to secure an invested
endowment, friend after friend responded nobly. I say
nobly. I have heard it repeatedly asserted by one who
has known Chicago for many years, that the noblest effort
Chicago has ever made was the effort that enabled Lake
Forest University to close up a subscription of §100,000 in
the spring of ISSf). Every friend of Lake Forest who was
in condition to give was interviewed for this subscription,
and this subscription represents great sacrifice on the part
of donors and others. Once a year, at least, it seems to
me, that old subscription list should be brought out and
the names of those who gave to Lake Forest University
should be spread before our eyes, that we may know their
good deeds and that we may keep the memory of them
in hearts of gratitude.
But it is a very expensive thing to provide such col-
legiate educational facilities as are called for in the
present day. Past benefactions are not sufficient for
present needs. There must be constantly new benefac-
tions to meet constantly new needs. A little band of men
have done what they could, year after year, to meet
those needs, and to we who have watched these men's
hearts and hands it is a matter of pathos as well as of
gratitude, that they have done what they have.
There is this about Lake Forest University, which, I
think, must insure it a life and a development; the very
life blood of men and women has gone into it. When I
became acquainted with it, those who were its trustees
and faculty were giving it their self-sacrificing thought
and effort in a way that was very costly to them. Their
spirit has not wholly disappeared. There are men and
women among its present lielpers who have shown heroic
self-denial for its sake. It would grieve me to the heart's
core to have them individually or collectively, in them-
selves or in their purpose, spoken of lightly. What they
have done and are doing has sprung from pure unselfish-
ness. Not one of them has any other purpose in mind
than the betterment of mankind. Every brick and every
stone in all the University's buildings, had it a voice.
co\Ud cry out: "Unselfishness."
The benefactors of Lake Forest University are not, I
trust, all in the past. Wise leadership in the management
of the University has always added new benefactors to the
list of its former friends. I believe that under President
Coulter's personal contact and appeal such benefactors will
be found. It becomes each of us who would stay up his
hands and advance the ^University'to remember that the
purpose of Lake Forest is to put helpful men and women
into the world, into any and every sphere of activity for
which they may be fitted, and that to put such men and
women into the world we, whoever we are, must have
hearts and lips that are touched with gratitude and unsel-
fishness. In our being such persons lies the present hope
and, I think, the future destiny of Lake Forest.
James G. K. McClure.
SOIIE COLLEGE FALLACIES.
[Abstract of address delivered by President Coulter at
convocation of Chicago University.]
Within recent years the college has been the scene of
profound revolutions, quiet and generally unnoticed,
because not generally understood. Our material achieve-
ments are but the visible expressions of a a greater invisi-
ble movement, of a vast intellectual awakening as
significant as that which ushered in modern activity. The
colleges have become the great emancipators of thought,
the centers of intellectual freedom. This resigantion
began with the introduction of the laboratory method
and the recognition of individualism. The college deals
with the development of intellectual life and vigor; it
teaches the processes of intellectual living. Discussion
of the college structure, both within and without college
circles, has developed certain notions which seem to need
correction.
1. No classification into practical and impractical
subjects can be made. There is a demand for what is
known as a "practical education." but it is a thing very
difficult to define. It is a demand that refers to the sub-
ject rather than the intellectual result. Incidentally the
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college powerfully equips one for life-work, but its purpose
is to cultivate an intellecutal life, and any subject is
practical whcih exists and satisfies intellectual desire.
This quality, therefore, is not inherent in the subjects,
but is structure of the individual mind. The recent
multiplication of college subjects has thus enlarged the
horizon of practical education.
2. No such classification as general culture and
specialization can be made. The majors and minors of the
college course have been regarded in this light, but
general culture alone is the result of college work. We
are dealing with such small quantities that they must be
added together to obtain an appreciable sum. The cutting'
edge of the major ploughs deeper on account of the weight
of the minors.
3. No classification into "culture studies" and those
that are not can be made. The truth of this proposition
depends upon the definition of culture. If it means the
improvement and refinement of the mind, then all college
studies are culture studies. For purposes of comparison
one subject may be said to have one effect, and another
some other effect, but every subject is a composite affair.
Our analysis lays bare the bone and we see only the
structure of the supporting skeleton, forgetting the flesh
that we have dissected away, which clothes them all and
gives the real contour.
4. The college should not cultivate non-essentials.
Every college necessarily cultivates a more or less rigid
ritualism, which appears all the way from entrance
requirements to degrees. Things that rightly considered
cannot be adversely criticized are in danger of perversion.
"Studying for deg'rees" often degenerates into the col-
lecting of labels; and entrance examinations may become
the measurement of the intellectual crop, rather than a
test of the strength of the intellectual muscle.
5. No limit of time should be assigned to college
work. The unnatural limitations of time have made
colleges forcing houses, and have confined their privileges
to the young. A college should be a collection of masters
at work in all departments of human thought, whose
function is to inspire, and around whom are gathered
those who would live for a time in their vivifying
presence. No limits of time are set to this association, no
age debars from this companionship, but all together form
an intellectual community.
THE TOUR OF OUR MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS.
THE ENGAGEMENT AT OTTAWA.
The complete history of the 'expedition would quite
fill their car. There are so many sides to the affair. From
"down by the river side" to where they were side-tracked
on their return to Chicago, the whole journey was crowded
full of absorbing events and distracting occurrences.
They first went to Ottawa. Many of them were so
exceedingly satisfied with their short sojourn here that
they would gladly have gone no further. By dint of ex-
ceeding labor, on account of the lack of advertising mate-
rial, the town had been persuaded that "something was
coming," and on Thursday afternoon they realized that it
was no false prophecy. One of the town papers recovered
itself enough by the next evening to say: "They came,
they saw. they conquered. "
Five minutes after they arrived, the town was full of
them. However, Mr. Uline managed to round up a few
who went to the High School Hall and gave the boys and
girls an idea of what the big show was going to be. The
big show was nearly as well attended as was the after-
noon^ sample. For a maiden appearance it was nothing
to shame the performers. They gladdened the hearts of
their nervous friends and the good people of Ottawa en-
cored them. The audience was very select.
The social side of this visit was their best success.
The loyal young ladies of Ferry Hall who grace Ottawa by
living in it gave them a reception in the afternoon at the
home of Mrs. French. Every one came away wondering
whether such good fortune as this could attend them
throughout their whole journey. After the entertain-
ment they were received in the parlors of the Baptist
Church by a committee of the C. E. Union. Many of the
town people were here and compliments fell in showers.
Lake Forest cannot but have the very kindliest feeling
towards the people of Ottawa Every one received them
in a most hospitable manner- Every one was interested.
Our thanks are especially due the ladies of the town who
acted as patronesses of the affair. Their names were a
guarantee of success. We are also under obligations to the
Ottawa press. It was hard leaving the next morning. A
score of well wishers saw them off. hoping for their
success in every way, and somebody dropped a tear.
THE REST OF THE TRIP.
We turned "our faces but not all our hearts toward
Monmouth, We were met here at about 7 p. m. by J. A.
McHauchey, ex-'96, and a dozen of his charming lady
friends. Little time was to be wasted in getting to our
concert hall. Monmouth may boast of a very pretty opera
house, so clean and new that it made us forget all about
the weariness which had began to show itself. We were
greeted by an appreciative audience in which sat our
friend, W. T. Longcor, ex-*94. After the concert a num-
ber were entertained at the rich home of Miss Hardin,
daughter of Monmouth's prominent banker. Miss Hardin
and her lady friends will long be remembered by Lake
Forest boys for the pleasure given them on this evening.
We saw Monmouth by street lamp long enough to get a
very favorable opinion of the city. To many of the boys
it was not new. Before breakfast time we bade adieu to
the college city, and were spinning toward Peoria, where
we were billed for a concert under the auspices of the
Woman's Club in their auditorium- By noon we had
passed some of the greatest distilleries in the United States
and were run to the C. B- & Q. depot to stay till Monday
morning. The afternoon was spent principally in rehears-
ing in the hall. In the evening we met a select and com-
plimentary audience- We were given an informal recep-
tion after the concert in the pai'lors below the auditorium-
We met here the Misses Blair. Thompson, Clark, and Mercer
with their parents and friends. After this we adjourned
to the beautiful home of the Misses Blair, where a genuine
Ferry Hall reception was given us. only one thing lacking
—the presence of Dr. Seeley- We were out for business as
well as pleasure, so we immediately secured the promises
of several more of Peoria's attractive young ladies to come
to Ferry Hall next year.
A double reception in one evening after a concert is
bound to bring on that "tired feeling" in spite of its
pleasures. We betook ourselves back to the "Kiva,
"
whose quiet staterooms always, prove a sure remedy for
weariness. We ate breakfast rather late Sunday morning,
it being more convenient to all concerned. In fact it was
so late that some called it an early lunch. We were in
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vited to sing- in the First Congregational and the First
and Second Presbyterian Churches in the evening, but
many good reasons influenced us to refuse each church.
Sunday's leisure gave us opportunity to see something of
Illinois' second city It is a city of beautiful streets and
boulevards, the residence portion being strikingly situated
on a hill overlooking the business portion, but away
from its dirt- In the evening we attended principally the
First Congregational and Second Presbyterian Churches-
The Congregational is the largest church in the city.
The choir consists in a grand chorus of about sixty
voices, well trained, which truly leads the singing of
the congregation. The Second Presbyterian Church is
said to be one of the seven finest churches in the United
States. We all granted that we had seen nothing equal
to it in Chicago. A special feature was the singing, it
being Easter Sunday- The choir consisted in a double
quartet, which furnished five anthems during the evening-
After church there were a number of private companies,
in fact so many that it is impossible to report them- We
made our time at Peoria as long as the sun would allow
us to, and oh! how we hated to leave 1 We rode away
next morning backwards, our faces and hearts looking
toward the city as long as we could keep its direction.
We were bound for Macomb, where we gave a concert in
the opera house under the auspices of the Y. P. S. C E. of
the Presbyterian Church. We were favored with a large
audience in the evening. Here Mr. Wright was compelled
to leave us. Without him we felt that our chief attraction
had gone. We received calls from Mr- McClanahan,
father of Miss McClanahan, poet for '96, and H. S.
McClanahan; ex- '96, also from Wells of the "Cad" and
Scott, who used to be there-
Xext morning we left early for Kewanee. where Dean
Lewis met us with a number of his friends- Kewanee
preserved its reputation for furnishing the boys a g-ood
time- We sang and played in the new Congregational
Church, which was filled with an audience which had
many encores for us. Wednesday noon we left for Gales-
burg, where a sort of extemporaneous date had been made
to fill the vacant night left by our inability to fill the en-
gagement at Mount Carrol. We were received at Galesburg
by a good audience in spite of lack of advertising. The
concert was held in Alumni Hall, the corner stone of which
ex-Presiden Harrison laid last year. Our next date was at
Hanover, a pretty city situated near the Mississippi amongst
its high bluffs. Hanover was enthusiastic over our coming
so much so, in fact, that we were met at the depot by
several persons with carriages enough to give us all a ride
to the opera house and then through the pretty streets of
the city of wool manufactories.
After the concert we were given a very pleasant recep-
tion at the home of Mr. Spear, one of Hanover's leading-
men.
When we awoke next morning we were in Galena, the
home of our popular professor of mathematics; aiso of
General Grant. We started for a look at the General's old
home on the hill as soon as we had breakfasted. In
fact, the whole day was spent in sight-seeing. In the
afternoon we were invited to go through the shoe factory
of Mr. Moore, a cousin of our second bass-
After singing in Turner Hall we were given a recep-
tion at the home of the pastor of the Second Presbyterian
Church, under whose auspices we gave the concert. The
only gloom over the evening was that caused by the fact
that it was our last night-
We left Galena, hoping we may again be there in the
same connection. At 8:30 we were in the Union depot,
where we sadly bade the hospitable Riva adieu. It was
Tuesday before every one had been collected in Lake
Forest again.
TOWN.
Annie Cobb and Don Hinkley are the two latest ones
to be stricken with the scarlet fever. Both the patients
are reported to be doing nicely.
Dr. Francis, a physician of the Eclectic school, and
formerly of Evanston, has located in Lake Forest. His
office and residence are in the house formerly occupied
by F. N. Pratt.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Fauntleroy will soon move into
their respective homes which they have erected on the
north side of town.
Mr. Scott Durand. whose wedding took place on
Thursday last, will take up his residence in Lake Forest
after June 1.
The Art Institute met on last Tuesday at the home of
Granger Farwell, and listened to a paper by Prof. Edward
Everett Hale, Jr.. of the Iowa State University, on the
"English Drama from Shakespeare." The paper at the
next meeting will be by Prof. Bridgman on the " Dramatic
Elements in the Opera."
Dr. Haven, with the assistance of two other surgeons,
performed a very delicate operation last week on Donald
Ablin, a grandson of Mr. Calvert. The operation consisted
in removing a tumor from the boy's lungs, and was
entirely successful. The patient is getting along nicely.
The township election passed off very quietly on
Tuesday last.
A party of Lake Forest people to the number of about
twenty, attended the Williams College Glee Club concert
at Central Music Hall, occupying seats in the parquet.
INSTRUCTION IN WESTERN UNIVERSITIES.
Prof. Halsey has been requested to act as a judge in
the coming debate between the Universities of Wisconsin
and Minnesota- This request, coming as it did from the
students of these institutions, is a good sign that some
people appreciate that we have in our faculty men who
stand high in their departments. It is a question whether
Lake Forest professors are as well known throughout the
country as their ability merits, and it is gratifying when
such occasions show that those who so justly deserve
recognition are becoming more appreciated.
It is high time for western people to realize that their
own universities, and Lake Forest in particular, offer
opportunities for advanced work under just as able instruc-
tion as can be had in the colleges and universities of the
eastern states. In many departments the balance is in
favor of the west. In point of modern methods the east
is learning from the west-—Ed.
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THE NEW BOARD.
It is not without certain feeling of uneasniess mingled
with determination, of desire for support mingled with
independence, that the new board comes into power and
assumes its task- We are trying to fully appreciate the
responsibility which has been laid upon us and hope that
we already realize it. The University' Stentor has been
passing through one of the most trying times in its
history, yet, due to the energetic and capable work of the
former board, much has been accomplished towards restor-
ing affairs more nearly to what they should be. They have
made our task easier and our prospects brighter than
theirs were. We feel that their best wishes go with us
and we thank them for it.
However, in spite of what has been done to make our
path a pleasant one, the publication of a weekly college
paper, whose standard has been kept as high as that of
The Stentor, demands persistent and often tedious labor.
No one can call it an easy task. If honor is ever earned,
then it must be hard earned and well merited. Moreover,
the success of a college paper depends chiefly upon the co-
operation of the students. The Stentor should be a pa per
of, for, .and by the students, and unless this spirit prevails,
the success of the board will be impossible- It would be
of great advantage if all those who concern themselves
about Lake Forest had this same feeling toward the college
paper- A student supports a paper by taking a general
interest in its welfare, by direct patronage, by fair and
reasonable criticism, and by a readiness to voluntarily
contribute anything which will be for its benefit- If
loyalty to the University and so, loyalty to the paper of
the University, be the sentiment of every student, then
failure will be wholly on our account.
*
* *
DR. McCLURE'S ARTICLE.
The leading article of this issue merits special atten-
tion- Dr. McClure has spoken upon a subject about which
the students are too little informed, and no student can
justly omit reading it- Reading it would only be a jus-
tice to himself, for in ignorance of what it says it is pos-
sible that he may say things concerning 'those who have
taken the greatest interest in the University which will
not be to his credit. This tendency to criticise in an unfair
way those who have been our best friends often appears.
Dr. McClure has mentioned no names, but what he has said
can be almost universally applied to those who have been
our benefactors. Before one utters a word of criticism it
is only reasonable to discover what the true attitude of
our benefactors has been.
Most of the students cannot help but know that what
they pay is only a slight per-centage of the cost of their
collegiate education: yet they accept this gift of an
education without question and often without real grati-
tude- They reasonably think that this free education is
only the payment of a debt which society owes them.
They perhaps feel that it is only justice for society to pay
for even their higher education, and likely this is true.
Society will greatly profit by their education, for educated
men and women benefit any community. It is to the best
interests of the commonwealth that future leaders are
equipped in the best manner possible. This may be
reasonable enough, but society as a whole has never been
a reasonable thing, and we must thank certain far-sighted
and generous individuals that the possibilities of higher
education have been brought within the grasp of so many.
There are many universities endowed and supported by
the state, ake Forest has no such endowment. Lake
Forest is the creation of personal an thoughtful liberality.
Is it then more than raesonable that we who are profiting
by this benefaction should turn in gratitude and be glad
to learn of the consecration and self-sacrifice of these men
and women who have made possible that which we enjoy?
Certainly it is an injustice to speak of them in any critical
way when one has made no effort to learn what these
persons have really done and what they are constantly
doing. Learn that they constantly have our interests at
heart and that we owe to them that which will make our
lives more enjoyable to ourselves and of more benefit to
others. A sin through ignorance cannot easily be pardor.ed
when knowledge is obtainable.
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COLLEGE LOCALS.
Have you seen "Willie" Hunt's new "Ole Oleson" cap'.'
D. C. Sharon and R. H. Cro/.ier spent Sunday in Lake
Forest.
The first meeting' of the Athenaean Society was devoted
to the installation of new officers.
George Willie Wright and Fred Skinner were seen in
the college building the other day.
-Miss Clara Thomas has left Lake Forest to spend a
month with friends in East Troy, N. Y.
Miss Jean Steele has come back to enjoy Lake Forest
life for a few days. She is visiting Miss Pratt.
D. H. Jackson and J. H. Jones attended a candy pull
at the home of H. li. Craigin at Evanston during vacation.
Owing to the death of his eight-year-old son, Prof.
E. M. Booth was called to his home at Iowa City last
week.
David Fales, Jr., has been confined to his home with
a very sore throat. It is a pleasure to see him around
again.
The Madison Glee, etc., clubs gave successful enter-
tainments last week both at Central Music Hall and at
Evanston.
The baseball spirit runs high in the college. An
inter-class league has been formed and games will be
played soon.
B. E. MacHatton's genial countenance was seen around
the halls last week. He reports Wooster College still in
the front rank.
Francis Moriette, '97, has left school. Next year will
find him here again, ready to scrap with a freshman class
already boasting numbers in the fifties.
The sophomore class in a meeting held Wednesday
appointee committees to arrange for their preliminary
contest. Miss McClannahan was elected class president.
The preliminary oratorical contest is soon to take place
in both the literary societies. The winner of the
final competes in the Illinois inter-collegiate at Jackson-
ville.
The last meeting of the University Club was held at
Prof. Halsey's Thursday evening, March 29. Prof. Stevens
read the paper of the evening, recounting some personal
experiences in "North Shore Fishing."
The Chess Club passed a rule at their meeting Friday
to the effect that all games unplayed three weeks after
schedule dates are to be forfeited by each player as lost
games, rule to take effect Monday, April 3.
In the last issue of The Stentor, by a mistake of the
printer, not the proof reader, the name of Mr. Geo. H.
Holt was misspelled at the end of his article on "The
Future of L. F. U" We greatly regret the error.
The proofs of the new University catalogue have been
returned corrected in some places. W. B. Smith found
himself an inmate of Ferry Hall. -Mabel Parker and J. H.
Jones quite reluctantly declined to the freshman ranks.
On Tuesday afternoon of last week Prof, and -Mrs. M.
Bross Thomas held a reception in honor of Mr. Hale, who
addressed the Art Institute on that evening. The mem-
bers of the faculty and a few town people were present.
The first ball game of the season will be played Wed-
nesday, the 11th," between Rush Medical and Lake Forest.
The price of admission is fifteen cents. Let every one
come out to the game and give the boys a good send off.
The lecture of Prof- David Swing on Romeo and Juliet
at the Art Institute the 19th of last month "was well at-
tended. The students always appreciate the invitations
of the Art Institute Club to attend their open meetings.
The Zeta Epsilon Society, at its regular meeting on
March 3d, inaugurated those of its newl3'-elected officers
who had returned. Those connected with the Glee Club
were still absent. These were placed in power on April 6.
The senior class held a regular meeting Friday and
elected the following officers for life terms: A. P. Bourns,
president; Miss Grace Pierce, vice president: W. E.
Ruston, secretary and treasurer: W. B. Hunt, sergeant-at-
arms.
The Athletic Association has at last succeeded in secur-
ing lockers for the gymnasium. They were put in during
vacation, but the keys have not yet been turned over to
the committee, and consequently the lockers' are not yet
in use.
The Yaggys, whose original plan was to spend two
years abroad, have decided to return to Lake Forest in
June. They will probably tell us, as have all other
returned voyagers, that there is no place on earth like
Lake Forest.
The new president of the Y. M. C. A., Mr. J. II. Rice,
has appointed the chairmen of the various committees for
the new year. The hand-book committee is at work and the
matter of the delegation to the Lake deneva summer
school will soon be agitated.
Northwestern won the inter-university debate at Ann
Arbor. Mr. E. J. Goshen led the debate for Northwestern.
Mr. Goshen is the man whom the students wanted to
send as oratorical repiesentative to Madison, contrary to
the decision of Pres. Rogers
They say that Rush Medical has a battery good enough
for a minor league. Of course we can use them in some
of our big games. Dr. Edward ICverett Hale, Jr. , of Iowa
State University, at Iowa City, gave a talk on Emerson
before Prof. Jack's class of seniors Wednesday morning.
The class of '95 has elected its officers for the spring
term. They are: President, MissMcKee: vice president.
Miss Davies: treasurer, Miss Phelps: sergeant-at-arms,
MissGlison: assistant sergeant. Mr. Hayner. Mr. Lewis
was elected captain of the baseball team and a committee
was appointed to arrange for games with the other classes.
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The Ottawa press in giving an account of the visit of
the Glee Club said the following complimentary things:
"They captured the town- They were received and feted.
The high school assembly room was filled by our best
people who came to hear and be amused by these talented
singers and musicians. The concert was in every respect
a success."
The Y. M. C. A. missionary meeting on last Tuesday
evening was as usual more largely attended than the
ordinary weekly prayer meeting. The subject was "The
North American Indian." The leader, Mr. Carver, intro-
duced the subject and was followed by Messrs. Thorn,
Mellen and Smith. These meetings deserve to be even
better patronized.
During the Easter vacation, Prof. C. R. Barnes, of the
department of botany, University of Wisconsin, visited for
several days with Dr. Coulter. lie is associated with Dr.
Coulter on the Botanical Gazette. While here he asked
Prof. Halsey to be a judge on the inter-university debate to
be held at Madison on th 20th of this month- Prof. Halsey
has consented to act.
The spring vacation was passed very quietly by those
who remained here. Friday evening a party was given
by Miss Skinner. All enjoyed themselves immensely.
Monday evening the boys were the guests of the Misses
Wood. The beautiful parlors of "Willow Corner" were the
scene of many changing acts in charades and the wander-
ing mazes of the Virginia reel.
The Glee, Banjo and Mandolin Cltrbs held a business
meeting on Monday, April 2 and heard the report of the
business manager. After a lengthy discussion the affairs
of the clubs were placed in the hands of Mr. A. P. Bourns.
He was instructed to arrange for a number of concerts, in
order to relieve their financial embarrassment. Mr. J. H-
Jones was elected business manager for next year.
The students were very pleasantly surprised on return-
ing from their vacation to see the changes in the reading
room. Mr. Frye had removed the gas jets and replaced
them witli large lamps. The walls, dingy with smoke,
had been newly calcimined in a light tint so that they
acted as good reflectors. The changes are a great im-
provement in the appearance of the room and add greatly
to the convenience and ease of the reader.
Dr. Coulter was in southern Illinois during four days
of last week. He delivered lectures at Camp Point, Car-
thage and Macomb on successive nights. In all these
places he found and strengthened a sentiment favorable to
Lake Forest. At Macomb the people talked of the enter-
tainment which the Glee Club had just given there. They
had been much pleased on the whole, but said that the
repertoire of only "funny" songs rather wearied them.
A musicale was "given in honor of the Athenaean
Society by Miss Jennie Wood and brother, Ernest, at the
residence of Mrs. Glen Wood Friday evening last. All the
numbers were most excellently rendered. After the
program the company circulated through the parlors
and spent the evening in pleasant converse. The
part}' broke up at a late hour, every one uniting in declar-
ing that one of the most enjoyable evenings of our school
year had passed into history.
FERRY HALL.
Miss Mcintosh spent her vacation at Miss Harris' home
in Chicago.
Miss Jean Steele was the guest of Miss Robinson for
tea Wednesday evening.
Miss Estelle Condon reports a most pleasant vacation,
passed with friends in the city.
Miss Phelps has been detained at her home in Marengo,
la., by the serious illness of her mother, and is not ex-
pected to return before a month at least. Her duties are
being discharged by Miss Horton.
The Misses AVelton and Somerville visited Miss Lincoln
during the vacation at her home in Ottawa. The experi-
ences they have related are many and varied, and the
week was evidently entirely too short.
The girls have all returned from their Easter vacation,
and work has been fairU' begun. Many were unable to
return Wednesday noon on account of the storm, while by
others the usual variety of excuses were given to Dr.
Seeley. who met them with his accustomed forgiving
smile. However, it was found necessary to adopt a new
rule, and those who neglect to inform Dr. Seeley as to the
cause of their absence will not be permitted to make up
any recitations which have been missed.
ACADEHY.
Prof. Dudley was visited by his father last week.
Charles Durand, ex-"94, of Andover Academy, was in
town a few days.
Messrs. Gruenstein, Hewitt, Newcomb and Reinhart
will not be with us this term.
Messrs. Mailers and Hanson were detained at home a
few days on account of sickness.
Randolph has decided to remain out of school this
term because the faculty failed to provide a smoke con-
sumer.
Henry Rumsey, an old Academy student, took a lead-
ing part in the Williams Glee Club, which gave a concert
in Chicago April 2.
The death of B. S. Cutler's father occurred a few days
before the close of last term. He has the heartfelt
sympathy of the students and The Stentor in his bereave-
ment.
On the resignation of W. A- Reinhart as captain of the
baseball team for the season of '94, the Academy elected
Mr L. H. Gilleland to fill the vacancy. Gilleland is well
known here on the ball field and he promises to make an
efficient captain. There is plenty of material in the "cad"
this year, and under the captain's able management a
strong team is generally expected. The team expects to
play many games with the teams of other academies and
hopes to make as good a record as the football team did
last fall.
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Dr. McClure conducted the chapel exercises one morn-
ing of the closing week of last term. He presented a
proposition to the students which if carried out zealously
will place the Academy on a firmer and more independent
basis than has been the case of former years. He proposes
that the boys of the Academy together with the aid and
beneficence of their friends, raise a scholarship of $1,000,
to be used as a means of help to educate worthy young
men in the Academy who otherwise would be obliged to
lose such an important opportunity- This scholarship is
to be named "The Alfred Holt Scholarship Fund." .Mr.
Holt was himself an Academy student. He is represented
as being a fine athlete, a good Christian and a fine fellow
in every way. How could the Academy boys honor one of
their alumni more than by contributing heartily to a cause
which will benefit many a needy fellow and which will
open up the paths of light and knowledge to many a
young man who is indeed worthy of such assistance?
.Much credit is due to Dr. McClure for this noble effort.
May the ready responses of heart and purse of all who are
interested in the Academy work fully equal the need
and the importance of such a scholarship in our institu-
tion. All contributions will be received by Principal
Smith.
ALUMNI.
'90. Miss Mary J. McNair is this year filling the posi-
tion of assistant in the Woodstock high school.
'89- We learn from the Elgin Courier that the board
of directors of Elgin Academy have increased Prof. A. G.
Welch's salary in order to induce him to remain with them
another year and to show their appreciation of his work.
"91. J. H. McVay has just graduated from the Chicago
Homeopathic Medical College. The exercises of commence-
ment were held in Schiller Theatre Thursday, April 3, at
2 o'clock. We believe that he is the second of our alumni
who has become an M. D. P>. M. Linnell, who graduated
from Rush Medical in '92, was the first.
The Evangelist tells of an incident in the life of the
late Dr. Patterson which is of particular interest to Lake
Forest Academy. While yet pastor of the Second Presby-
terian Church of Chicago he influenced Mr. Elsing, at
that time a young man working in one of the factories, to
come to Lake Forest Academy. Mr. Elsing graduated
from the Academy as valedictorian in '75 and is now
pastor of the DeWitt Memorial Church, which is doing so
much for the improvement of the laboring classes in New
York City.
'85. Mr. A- C McNeill, has this year transferred to the
College the English literature prizes heretofore offered by
him to the Academy. These are known as the Marrietta
Humes McNeill prizes, and students taking courses I and
II in the Department of English Literature are eligible to
contest for them. The prizes are of thirty 'and twenty
dollars. They will be presented to those who prepare the
most satisfactory theses on a subject chosen each year by
the head of the department. Prof. Jack has assigned as
this year's subject, "Anglo-Saxon Life as Presented in
Beowolf .
"
THE BANQUET OF CHICAGO ALUMNI.
On Thursday evening, April 5, there was held at the
Grand Pacific Hotel the first annual banquet of the Chi-
cago Alumni Association of Lake Forest University. For
some time the alumni had been looking forward to this
event and all felt that it would mark an epoch in the
activity of the association. The banquet committee had
done their work in a most commendable way and it is
greatly due to their efforts that the event was such a
remarkable success. There were present about sixty-five
Lake Forest men and women. The reception committee
consisted of Messrs. Wright, Wenban and Skinner. At
the table the floral decorations were handsome and the
menu excellent.
After dinner Dr. llerrick Johnson. Mrs. Josephine
Bates. Prof. A. E. Jack, Dr. Coulter, Dr. Brophy and
George W. Wright responded to toasts. A. C Wenban.
class '85, the president of the association, acted as toast-
master. The L. F. U. Quartette furnished music between
toasts.
The banquet is a great credit to the Chicago alumni.
It plainly showed that they all have a strong spirit of
loyalty to their alma mater. No one questions the great
benefit of such alumni gatherings, which bring together
men who have a common interest and who are ready to
do all within their power which will be of advantage to
the University. The toasts were all filled with this spirit.
and, on the part of the University, it was shown to be
warmly appreciated. It is to be hoped that this drawing
together of the alumni in a common purpose will be fol-
lowed by an organized effort on their part to bring the
University more before the attention of the people of
Chicago. This is a work whch can be better done by
no other means and it is the duty which the University
calls on them especially to do.
THE BASEBALL SITUATION.
A SYMPOSIUM.
It is yet too early to judge very accurately of the
abilities of the 'varsity ball players individually or as a
team, still a review of the team ought to interest Stextor
readers and be of some assistance to the players themselves.
One thing especially to be noticed is the manner in
which they work together and catch the idea of team
work. The infielders have too strong a desire to hug their
bases, but this is rapidly disappearing as the men are
becoming- accustomed to their new places. The throwing
is getting stronger and more accurate every day, but in
working- up their arms the players must be specially careful
not to strain or overwork them in these early days-
The backing up is slow and uncertain. The pitcher
especially should be at first and behind the catcher on
certain plays, and short must back up third more-
In the outfield the work is good except in flies batted
over the heads of the players. They apparently deem it
necessary never to take their eyes off the ball in order to
see where they are running. They should practice judging
in an instant where the ball will light and then getting-
there and waiting for it.
Individually, Nash is showing up better every day,
and is getting over his tendency not to watch signals and
pitching in too much of a hurry. His throwing to
bases is still wild, but this can be easily overcome.
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North, at third, is playing- hard and covers all the
ground a captain could demand. His throwing is weak
and so is his batting, but he fields grounders cleanly and
handles thrown balls well.
Curry at short is playing fast and is the best thrower
on the team- He has a bad way of picking the ball up
from one side instead of getting squarely in front of it-
Gilleland at second starts slowly and is not up on his
toes enough, yet he covers more ground than any of the
other infielders. He is throwing well, but handles thrown
balls loosely. Playing second is a new position for him.
made necessary by Coulter's withdrawal in favor of
journalism, yet he has made a good start-
Parish is throwing better from first every day, but
does not handle ground balls well. When a ball is thrown
over his head he waits until it is passed before starting
after it- A player should be able to tell the second a ball
leaves another player's hand whether it is going over his
head or not and should turn at once and go after it.
In the outfield. Miller will probably play center, where
he covers much ground- The use of a big catcher's mit in
the outfield ought to be stopped. Rather get a scoop net.
-Miller backs up the infield well and comes in on grounders
fast and sure. He bats well also.
Dean Lewis plays left with good steady style, and
covers a great deal of ground, but he is not as yet sure on
ground balls. The outfield should coach each other as to
what base the ball should be fielded in case of ground hits.
The other candidates, Jackson, Rheingans, Jaeger and
Warren, will make the other players work hard to hold
their places.
The team will be as is usual in Lake Forest a light
batting team, but will endeavor by sharp fielding, good
team work and strong pitching to hold down their oppo-
nent's score-
The disadvantage of having a stony field on which to
practice sliding bases is apparent and will prove a serious
hindrance to base running in the big games- Playing on
stony ground may do to harden football players, but in
baseball circumstances are not the same-
Fred A- Hastnor. Captain.
Baseball at Lake Forest has heretofore been largely a
game of chance- For that reason predictions made at
almost any stage are very liable to fail of the mark; and
yet it is time our ball teams were constructed on a more
certain and substantial basis if we ever expect to attain
that degree of excellence which will make us the equals of
western teams in general- True we labor under some dis-
advantages Our ball field is a farce and in its present
condition it is useless to attempt to develop any degree of
skill in the players. Again, but few men train, making
competition an almost unknown quantity. Under such
conditions it is inevitable that weak spots will be evident
despite the most persistent endeavors. However, let us
not be too pessimistic, but take a glance at the material
we have- Hayner behind the bat and Nash in the box are
fixtures that no one will deny. Hayner formerly played
in the outfield, but will do well behind the bat. He is a
sure thrower and a good backstop. Nash has scarcely been
given a fair trial as yet, but there is every reason to feel
that he will make a success of twirling. He has speed
and good curves, and with Hayner to coach him will un-
doubtedly realize our expectations. I would like to see
more men trying for the infield positions.
Parish does fairly well at first base. It would be
unfair, perhaps, to ask him to duplicate Sharon's match-
less game in that position, yet there is plenty of room for
improvement. His throwing is too stiff and he needs
limbering up in every particular. The other infield posi-
tions are being sought by Curry. Gilleland, North and
Warren. Each one is being tried in all the positions, but
a combination will soon be evolved. Curry is too hasty in
his throw after the recovery of the ball. It is a serious
fault and should be corrected at once- He is a clean
fielder and a player of much promise- Gilleland has im-
proved since last year- He seems more sure of his game,
which is a point in his favor. He would be very accepta-
ble at short stop, the position he filled last year. North
has made a favorable impression. His throwing is gen-
erally accurate, but he needs to be more intent on the
play. The moment the ball leaves the bat the entire team
should know exactly where it is going and be ready to
receive it if necessary. If this is observed in practice we
will win more games. Warren has come out so recently
that no oppportunity of criticising his play has been
offered.
The outfield is somewhat of a puzzle, but it is an
agreeable one to solve, as there is plenty of good material
from which to draw. Lewis, Hunt, D. H. Jackson, Miller
and Rheingans are striving for territory. They are all
rather sure catches and fair throwers, but the chief diffi-
culty seems to lie in their inability to judge fly balls when
batted over their heads The reason is apparent. A
fielder should never, under any circumstances, run back-
ward for a fly ball. The ball should be judged at one
glance and the fielder run forward to the place where he
has judged it will fall.
But our weakest point will be at the bat, unless some-
thing unforseen happens Not much can be said on that
score until the team faces some good pitcher from abroad.
We will try our mettle with Rush Medical next Wednesday,
and by that time our real condition will be more apparent.
But we should succeed this year. I think Mr. Hayner has
shown himself to be a most energetic captain, and under
his leadership the ball team of '94 may surprise some
people- The students have always given liberal support
to baseball- I trust this year will prove no exception-
Harry Goodman, Manager.
THE ATHENAEAN ENTERTAINMENT.
The Athenaean Literary Society has been fortunate
in securing the services of ihe Moody Male Quartette of
Chicago, who appear at the H. C. Durand Art Institute
this evening. The quartette has representatives from the
musical organizations of three prominent eastern colleges,
two of the members being from Princeton, one from Ober-
lin and one from Williams. They have an extensive
repertoire of college glees as well as vocal and instru-
mental solos. Their program for Tuesday evening's per-
formance is an attractive one and will not fail to please
all those who attend.
Mr. R. S. Goldsbury, who has won quite a reputation
for his humorous selections, is a member of the quartette
and appears on the program for two readings. Mr. Golds-
bury's performances have been highly praised by the press.
The quartete will be assisted by Mr- John Mills Mayhew,
of Chicago.
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What's the matter?
Watch stopped ! Feel lost
!
Why wait till you can go to Chicago or Waukegan?
GO TO FRENCH'S
He will have it repaired in Chicago
promptly, and in first=class style, and
he will charge you only the regular
Chicago rates Terms Cash
70-72 DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO.
Established In 1884. Positions filled, 3790. Seeks Teachers who
are ambitious for advancement rather than those without positions.
The W. T. KEENER Co.
Publishers, Importers and Dealers in
Medical and
Scientific BOOKS
96 Washington Street,
Chicago.
Chicago's Leading Religious n eekly.
Good
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Reading
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Rrilh^L-PT The Artistic PhotographerDl UL/CllYwl
9 WAUKEGAN ILL
New Location New Rooms No better light in America
Finest studio in Lake County
I can satisfy every customer. My photos are not excelled. Prices reasonable. A trial solicited
216 Genesee St., Waukegan
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WASHBURN
GUITARS,
Mandolins, Banjos, Zithers
"Best in the World."
Every "Washburn" Instrument is
the product of our special machin-
ery and presents noble character-
istics, we stake our reputation
upon their excellence. A beautiful
"Washburn Souvenir Catalogue,"
containing portraits of leading
artists, andprlcesand fulldescrip-
tionsof tbesR instruments. Free.
The
Simplex Printer.
A New Inventien for Duplicating
Copies of Writings and Drawings.
F. C. CALVERT & SONS,
CHOICE CUT FLOWERS,
ROSES,
REASONABLE RATES. Lake FOfCSt.
Simple, Cheap, Effective.
Endorsed by over 3,000 users. From an original,
on ordinary paper with any pen, 100 copies can be
made. 50 pages of typewriter manuscripts pro-
duced in 15 minutes. Send for circulars and sam-
ples. AGENTS WANTED.
LAWTON & CO,
20 Vesey St., New York.
Wenban's Livery .
.
Is the best place for Rigs and
Sleighs. Lake Forest, 111.
CAPPER & CAPPER
Men's Furnishers
1st National Bank Bldg. 168 Dearborn St.
The Swell Haberdashery
Of the City for
YOUNG MEN.
WALL PAPER CLEANED
Patent Process.
Work Done Promptly
Estimates Furnisned
On Application.^s^^^>
Lake Forest.
J. I. LAUGHLIN.
Call and see our^*>&z%^>
NOBBY BUSINESS SUITS
From $30.00 up.
SWELL TROUSERS from $8.00 up.
Our $45.00 CUTAWAY SUIT is POSITIVELY
not equaled for the money.
COLBY & FRENCH,
Room 307, 167 Dearborn St
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Mrs. A. Williams, F. BARSTOW,
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ICE CREAM AND SALADS OF ALL KINDS
MADE TO ORDER ^aaaaai2&-
CHOICE CONFECTIONERY A SPECIALTY.
I OFFICE NEAR THE
Lake Forest, III. | genesee st. bridge.
MARBLE AND GRANITE MONUMENTS,
BUILDING STONE, LIME AND CEMENT,
SEWER PIPE, DRAIN TILE, ETC.
OPPOSITE R. R. DEPOT.
Waukegan, 111.
THOMAS F. HOWE.
PRACTICAL
Plumber . and . Gasfiitter
SANITARY WORK
A SPECIALTY.
Lake Forest, Illinois.
Iflorman 3. IRobeits
SDental
Surgeon
WauftcQan, Illinois.
Variable
Route
Tourist tickets
allowing privi-
leges never be-
fore accorded,
can be obtained
with full infor-
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application to
any ticket
agent, or to the
General Pass-
enger Agent,
CHICAGO.
All meals served
in Dining Cars.
Palace Drawing
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50 MADISON ST.
DRAWING MATERALS
ARTISTS' MATERIAL
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS
ART NOVELTIES
STUDIES FOR COPYING
Room Sleeping Cars Robert MerCer,
and Tourist Sleepers
are run through to
San Francisco
without change,
leaving Chicago
^daily via the
North-Western Line
CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RV.
I
LAKE FOREST, ILL.
CIGABS
TOBACCO
PIPES and
STATIONERY
AGENT FOR ALL
CHICAGO NEWSPAPERS.
J. Q. CORNISH,
DEALER IN
FINE CARRIAGES PHAETONS +
Top Buggies, Road Carts.
AND MANUFACTURER OF
SUPERIOR GRADE OF HARNESS.
Waukegan, III.
Fred Palmer . . .
Manufacturer and dealer in
*(• HARNESS
CARRIAGE, TRIMMINGS _ . . „ _. .,
Repairing Promptly
BLANKETS, Etc. Dulie
Waukegan, 111.
"Seeing is Believing."
Simple, Beautiful, Good—
these words mean much, but to
see "The Rochester" will impress
the truth more forcibly. Its mar-
velous light is purer and brighter
than gas light, softer than electric
light, and more cheerful than either. The
choicest bric-a-brac in the palace of a Van-
derbilt reveals nothing finer. We have 2,700
artistic varieties, in brass, bronze, silver and black iron.
Ladies often like to go down among the large wholesale houses and buy of
first hands. They will find at our salesrooms (the largest in the world)
a rare collection of Art in lamps. A catalogue to send you if you cannot come.
THE ROCHESTER IAMP CO.,
%l £arkiJ2 «M New York Ctty.
,, rg 37 Barclay St., (
«8r"The Rochester."
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a
Srompt answer and an honest opinion, write toIUNN *fc CO., who have had nearly fifty years*
experience in the patent business. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In-
formation concerning Patents and how to ob-
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan-
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
Bpecial notice in the Scientific American, and
thus are brought widely before the public with-
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
Issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S3 a vear. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, 82.50 a year. Single
copies, £&£> cents. Every number contains beau-
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MTJNN & CO., New York, 361 Broadwa?
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Rush Medical
College
Medical Department of the
Lake Forest University . .
FACULTY:
DeLASKIE MILLER, M. D., PH.D.
Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics and
Diseases of Children.
EPHRAIM INGALS, A. M., M. D., PH.D.,
Emeritus Professor of Materia Mediea
and Medical Jurisprudence.
DANIEL T. NELSON. A. M., M. D,
Emeritus Professor of Clinical Gynecology.
NORMAN BRIDGE, A. M., M. D.
Professor of Clinical Medicine and Physical Diagnosis.
ARTHUR DEANE BEVAN, M. D.
Professor of Anatomy. Descriptive and Surgical.
NICHOLAS SENN, M. D., PH. D.
Professor of Practice of Surgery
and Clinical Surgery.
EDWARD L. HOLMES, A. M., M. D., President.
Professor of Diseases of the Ej'e and Ear.
HENRY M. SYMAN, NA. M., M. D.,, Treasurer.
Professor of the Principles and Practice
of Medicine.
JAMES H. ETHERIDGE, A. M., M. D. . Secretary.
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
WALTER S. HAINES, A. M., M. D.
Professor of Chemistry, Pharmacy
and Toxocology.
JOHN B. HAMILTON, M. D. , LL. D.
Professor of Principles of Surgery
and Clinical Surgery.
E. FLETCHER INGALS, A. M., M. D
Professor of Laryngology and
Practice of Medicine.
DANIEL R. EROWER, M. D.
Professor of Mental Diseases,
Materia Mediea and Therapeutics.
JAMES NEVINS HYDE, A. M., M. D.
Professor of Skin and Venereal Diseases.
JOHN M. DODSON, A. M., M. D.
Professor of Physiology.
The regular session of lectures beging about the last of September, annually, and continues
eight months. For particulars as to course of instructions, conditions of graduation, fees, etc.,
address the Secretary,
DR. J. H. ETHERIDGE,
1634 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Kimball Hall, 24* Wabash Av.
Chicago
MEDAL AWARDED AT WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION
(Sties Bros.
.©iamono
.
flDcrcbants
Ink, Pastel, and Crayon Portraits.
Sepia my specialty.
E.R.nartin,
_ Artist
Photographer
78 State Street
Kranz Building
Take Elevator. Chicago.
Mebbing . anb . presentation
, Ooobs .
AT SACRIFICE PRICES
jfiist floor, flDasonic temple
MARLINS
Made la all styles and sizes. Lightest,
I strongest, easiest working, safest, simplest,
I most accurate, most compact, and most
I
modern. For sale by all dealers In anna.
Catalogues mailed free by
The Marlin Fire Arms Co..
New Haven. Conn., TJ. S. A.
RIFLES
r^ 1I Send $1.25, $2.00 or $3.50 for a
I '
/ I /
sam P' e retail box by express, of the
I /
I I / ^est candies in America, put up in
\ J I V. V etegant boxes, and strictly pure.
1 Suitable for presents. Express
charges paid east of Denver. Refers to
all Chicago. Try it once. Address
C.F.GUNTKER, Confectioner
212 STATE STREET
CHICAGO
The celebrated Poser,
D.R.Coover, - -
the Photographer
7o State Street, - - Bay State Building
Formerly of Harrison & Coover
Special rates to students.
OT^T T"Pl"Pl\TTCi presenting this ad. will be allowed TEN PER CENT
The Model Clothing House
Temperance Temple, Washington St., Waukegan
U The Model makes a specialty of Tailor-made Clothing, Stylish Hats and
Furnishing Goods, and on accou having less than one-twentieth part of the expense of any
Chicago House, sell same quality of goods mucn cheaper.
Verbum Sat Sapienti."
THE UNIVERSITY STENTOR
Chicago College of Law
THE LAW DEPARTMENT OF LAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY
Faculty:
Hon. JOSEPH M. BAILEY, LL.D.,
Late Chief Justice of Supreme Court
of Illinois
Hon. THOMAS A. MORAN, LL.B.
Late Justice of Appellate Court
First District of Illinois.
Hon. H. M. SHEPARD,
Justice of Appellate Court, First District of Illinois.
AND OTHERS.
'
The Under-Graduate Course of two years begins the first Monday in September,
annually, and continues ten months.
The Post-Graduate Course of one year begins the first Tuesday in October, annually,
and continues eight months.
Diplomas granted on two years' attendance, admits to the Bar of State on motion.
W For further information address the Secretary,
ELMER E. BARRETT, LL.B.,
ROOM 708 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, S. E. Cor. WASHINGTON AND LA SALLE STREETS
CHICAGO
University Tailor
27 Wabash Avenue CRITTENDEN Cor. Lake Street
Students' Suits to Order $25.00 CHICAGO Students' Spring Overcoats, $25.00
